CHEAT SHEET

8 Questions to Help
Assess Your T&E Program
When was the last time you reviewed how your company
manages employee spending?
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Introduction
As the economy changes, the way your business spends
money – and who spends it – constantly changes. New
goals, business needs, clients, and other internal and
external pressures mean more employees spend
more money, resulting in more expense reports.
And an increase in expense reports leads to a higher
number of inconsistencies, inaccuracies, and
noncompliant submissions your business needs
to detect and address.
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If this sounds familiar, it’s probably time to pop the hood
on your travel and expense (T&E) program
to see if your workflows and systems are running
as efficiently and effectively as they could be.
Here are eight questions to ask yourself and your
finance team. They’re designed to help you better
understand the state of your T&E program – and
if needed, guide you through ways to improve it.
Each question includes an additional resource
that dives deeper into the topic.
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Are we all defining
T&E the same way?
Getting on the same page with both leaders and
your staff is critical to assessing the current
state of your T&E program. Read What Does
T&E Mean? to see how you can get aligned.

“

In case you have ever
wondered what T&E
actually stands for, we’ll
explain not only what
it is, but also why the
term is important in the
business world, and how
paying attention to your
T&E spend can save
your business time,
hassle and money.”

Read the blog post >>>
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What should I (a finance
leader) know about
company spending?
What are the three questions you should ask
your finance team about managing employee
spend? Find out and learn how to dig into the
answers in What Every CFO Should Know
About Employee Spend.

“

Some finance teams
may feel they have
employee spend well
managed across their
organization. Reports
are being sent to the
CEO’s desk and,
at a high level glance,
they seem to be in
order, within budget
and pass muster.”

Read the blog post >>>
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“

Are we auditing
expenses effectively?

Auditing before expense
reports are approved
is our best-practice
recommendation
to eliminate the problem
of trying to recoup
funds you have
already reimbursed.”

Discover why, when, where, and how
to audit employee T&E. Plus, get seven tips
to build out your own process in Are You
Auditing Travel and Expenses Effectively?

Are You Auditing
Travel and Expenses
Effectively?
expenses?
out-of-policy travel and
to detecting and preventing
costs,
level of oversight is key
policy compliance, control
Having an appropriate
in place, you can drive
With the right controls
expense (T&E) spend.
risk.
and reduce compliance
identify bad behaviors,

Why should you audit

When should you audit

expenses?

to eliminate
is our best-practice recommendation give employees
reports are approved
addition, you
Auditing before expense
already reimbursed. In
to recoup funds you have
while simplifying the
the problem of trying
sending them for approval
expense reports before
a chance to correct their
speeding up reimbursements.
turnaround time, and
approval process, cutting

View the infographic >>>

audit?

your
reports. As your
100% of your expense
of your policies by auditing
of noncompliant spend,
Establish a baseline understanding groups of employees with the highest risk
can focus on
expense submissions.
program matures, you
frequent mistakes in their
staff or employees with
such as newly onboarded

Where should you focus

the increased use of audit
by 85% to 90% given
“Compliance has improved
solutions have saved
processing. SAP Concur
rules and improved expense
fraud.”
and money and reduced
our organization time
Lisa Wilson, Global Program

How can you run an

Manager, Pure Fishing

Inc.

effective auditing program?

administrative
costs out of T&E, reducing
Effective audits drive
process:
build a successful audit
Follow these 7 tips to

1

Configure workflows
in line with your
expense policies

2

Build in daily and weekly
spending limits and flag
duplicate expenses.

5
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in compliance.

6

Triangulate
your data

time and increasing savings.

4
3

Send e-mail
reminders

Consistently remind
users and their managers to submit expense
reports on time.

Use dashboards
and custom reports

Spend time addressing
business concerns, not
data
sifting through piles of

Match card-feed and
e-receipt data with
itinerary information
for each claim.

Companies using SAP®

Communicate
your auditing
program

Publicize your travel
policy and auditing
program so everyone is educated
about how to stay

with prebuilt dashboards
areas
and custom reports on
such as exception violators
and duplicate expenses.

7

Set up
automated
reports

Use reporting software to make it easier
to identify trends,
spot issues, and
prioritize auditing
resources.

Use external
expertise

Bring in third-party experts
to manage your auditing
activities with efficiency
and objectivity.

Concur® solutions achieved:

28%

62%

he number
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“

Are there hidden costs
in our T&E processes?

While most systems track
clear-cut travel and expense
purchases, the reality
is that some travel and
expense costs simply
can’t be captured by
traditional solutions.”

Hint: The answer is likely yes. Get The Hidden
Costs of Travel and Expense to see where
to find them, learn what to do about them,
and brush up on active vs passive spending.
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Download the e-book >>>
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The Hidden Costs of Travel and
Managing the Spend You See —

Expense

and the Spend You Don’t
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Are we susceptible
to fraud?
Did you know 5% of annual revenues are lost
due to fraud? An ACFE study explains the
costliest fraud schemes, how to identify them,
how much they cost you, and what to do about
them in Compliance and Fraud: What You Can't
See Can Cost You.

“

Financial statement
fraud schemes are
the most common and
most-costly [forms
of occupational fraud],
accounting for 10%
of cases and a median
loss of $800,000.”

Read the blog post >>>
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Does our compliance
protect our business
and employees?

“

An adaptable compliance
program is vital during
challenging economic times.”

Explore the checks and balances you can put
in place to mitigate, detect, and prevent financial
losses due to errors or fraud in 4 Steps to Control
Employee Spend Before It’s Too Late.

Read the blog post >>>
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“

Does our T&E system
need a change?

Partially automated
solutions or free tools that
are included with your ERP
are quickly becoming
inadequate due to evolving
trends in the marketplace,
ultimately exposing your
organization to risks and
creating a technology
void you won’t easily
be able to overcome.”

Vet your current processes and workflows
against three industry trends that could
challenge how you manage employee spend
in The Cost of Doing Nothing.

Quo of Your
Why the Status
Management
Employee Spend
Be
Program May Not
Good Enough

Read the e-book >>>
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The Cost of
Doing Nothing
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“

How can we create
an expense policy
that employees will
actually follow?

Creating an expense policy
can be time-consuming; but
when you consider that 24%
of T&E expenses fall outside
of policy, it makes sense to
invest the time and effort.”

Download Tips for Creating an Expense Policy
to receive guidance and a template to help you
get started building your policy.

SAP Concur White Paper

| PUBLIC

How to Create an Expense

Policy
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Get the guide >>>
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About SAP Concur

SAP® Concur® is the world’s leading brand for integrated
travel, expense, and invoice management solutions,
driven by a relentless pursuit to simplify and automate
these everyday processes. The top-rated SAP Concur
mobile app guides employees through every trip, charges
are effortlessly populated into expense reports, and
invoice approvals are automated. By integrating near
real-time data and using AI to audit 100% of
transactions, businesses can see exactly what they’re
spending without worrying about blind spots in the
budget. SAP Concur solutions eliminate yesterday’s
tedious tasks, make today’s work easier, and help
businesses run at their best every day. Learn more at
concur.com or the SAP Concur blog.
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Follow SAP Concur

Learn more at concur.com
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